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Dr. Sri Ranganji Srimad Ramayana Navaham Brahma Sabha Chicago May 2017 

 

Dr. Sri Ranganji, Smt Janani manni, and Kum Champaka visited Chicago as part of their 2017 US visit.  

Brahma Sabha devotees were very happy and blessed that Sri Rangaji led the Srimad Ramayana 

Navaham summer Chicago festival.   

 

 

 

The Ramayana Navaham program was as follows: 

 

02 May 2017  Bala Kandam 

03 May 2017 Chitrakootam 

04 May 2017  Paduka Pattabhishekam:  Special kathai by Kumari Champaka! 

05 May 2017 Aranya Kandam 

06 May 2017  Kishkinda Kandam 

07 May 2017 Sundara Kandam 
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08 May 2017 Ravana Prathama Yuddha 

09 May 2017 Sri Rama Jayam 

10 May 2017 Sita Rama Pattabhishekam 

 

Every day was blissful with parayanam starting at 6:30 am with Sri Rama Prabodhanam and ending with 

Poojai.  Ramayanam Katha shravanam was at Brahma Sabha every evening at 7 pm with two temple 

public events during the weekend days.  Brahma Sabha devotees were blessed to read the Srimad 

Valmiki Ramayana scripture and enjoy the katha shravanam from Dr Ranganji followed by dolotsavam 

every night.   

 

Impressions from Sudha and Chaitanya Wuppalapati family 

 

We felt that Premi Anna is always thinking of Brahmasabha Chicago and that is why Sri Ranganji could 

come here and grace us with Navaham.  In Kishkinda Kanda, the greatness of Hanuman as described by 

Rama and tested by Lakshmana was so very well explained by Rangaji. The compassion of Rama when 

Vali died towards Tara was so moving. 

In Maruti Mahima, the part where Rangaji describes Rama hugging Hanuman in an embrace with their 

fingers intertwined is etched in our memory! 

When Rangaji was singing slokas, we not only understood everything, but felt bliss which we read in 

books. It is an experience that cannot be explained in words. 

Sri Rangaji saying: 

Anirvedah shriyor moolam anirvedah param sukham  

Anirvedo hi satatam sarvaarteshu pravartakaha 

When there is small or big problems in life, it is a constant reminder to have faith and patience. Energy 

and inspiration to stay positive!! 

 

A Detailed note on Shrimad Ramayana Navaham, May 2-10, 2017, Chicago 

By Sundaresan Subramanian ("Subi") 

 

Jai Sri Ram! Led by the well-known spiritual leader Dr. Sri Ranganji, Shrimad Ramayana Navaham was 

celebrated in a grand manner at the home of Ramakrishnan (Ramki/Raju) and Saroj in Barrington, 

Chicago (May 2-10, 2017). Many devotees of Chicagoland were blessed to participate in this Navaham 

program. My dharmapatni Vidya and I were indeed very fortunate to participate in this Navaham, for 

the first time, on all nine days.  
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On the morning of May 2, 2017, Dr. Ranganji launched the Navaham event. Throughout the nine days, 

every morning Ranganji, Janani Manni and cute Champaka were present to initiate the Navaham 

proceedings. Their very presence early in the morning enthralled all the devotees and set the quick pace 

for the day. The Navaham's first day began by extolling the greatness of Rama and the last day (May 10) 

ended with Sri Rama Pattabhishekam.   

For us specially, the Navaham was such a wonderful emotional experience that I am unable to describe 

it adequately. We came to listen to the great epic of Valmiki Ramayana, to participate in reading at least 

some chapters of it every day, and ready to get our hearts influenced. It was so superb and touching 

that during some parts of the reading, like some others, I was getting choked with emotion and had 

great difficulty in containing my tears.  

The general belief is that Sri Rama was an incarnation of Lord Vishnu with enormous divine powers. 

However, Valmiki's presentation of Sri Rama was essentially as a human being, not so perfect as one 

would expect. Though Sri Rama possessed the greatest and the noblest qualities in the world, yet he was 

not completely free from the limitations of ordinary human beings. Such an extraordinary depiction of 

Sri Rama touched our hearts immensely. Lord Rama endured all the problems for the sake of humanity. 

It seemed that by appearing in the human form, associating with other mortal beings, and by example, 

Lord Rama confers on us the benefit of understanding ourselves in the right perspective. 

It was a boundless joy to read through the poetic descriptions of Ayodhya, Chitrakuta, Panchavati, the 

Vindhyas, the Holy Ashrams and Rivers, Sri Lanka and even the seasons. Valmiki's Maha Kavyam shone 

at its best! 

The evening lectures by Dr Ranganji were enlightening. For those who could not attend the morning 

sessions, the evening lectures provided a splendid opportunity to hear a summary of the relevant 

portions of Ramayana, spiced with many interesting anecdotes. With his enormous knowledge and 

multi-lingual skills, Dr. Ranganji explained the philosophy and dharmic aspects behind many of the 

incidents in the great epic. He blended his talks with subtle humor that captivated the audience. Both 

adults and kids had hearty laughs on hearing the episodes of awakening Kumbhakarna, and the joyful 

vaanaras climbing into the Pushpaka Vimana after the victory in Lanka. 

Ramayana is a great lesson in everyday life. Dr. Ranganji's interpretations of this epic were brilliant. He 

brought out the essence and nuances of this remarkable story that one may know only briefly. Janani 

Manni provided excellent support throughout with her proficiency in reciting the Ramayana. The little 

girl Champaka was amazing with her reading and diction of Sanskrit words in the Ramayana.  

The phalashruti section of the Ramayana read out in the Navaham described in detail the material and 

spiritual gains that are the rewards for participating in this nine-day event. While such benefits are 

known to many devotees, there is no doubt that the reading and listening of the glorious epic of 

Ramayana at this Navaham will profoundly influence the thoughts and life of all the participants.  

Overall, this Navaham was a spiritual revelation and an upliftment for the mind and the spirit. We are 

grateful to Dr. Ranganji, the hosts and the Brahma Sabha group for providing us such a fantastic 

opportunity to enjoy it in Chicago. 

Jai Sri Ram, Jai Seetha Ram! 
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Srimad Ramayana Navaham write-up by Roopa and Sharath Prasad family 

 

SitaRam! 

The recent Navaham from May 2-May 10, 2017 in Lake Barrington, IL was a unique experience and dear 

to our hearts; this being our first Navaham and more importantly the proximity (soulabhyam) to Sri 

Ranganji and Smt Janani manni made this truly unique! Just driving to Smt Saroj-Sri Ramkiji's house in 

the mornings and listening to people reading Srimad Valmiki Ramayana shlokas in the mornings, left us 

wanting to do this more and more over the nine days!  The routine of kathai by Dr Ranganji in the 

evenings was absolute bliss, as we would all wait in eager anticipation of all the exciting things that 

would appear in that days chapters. In this write-up, we have covered a few aspects of the daily kathai, a 

separate section on visit to our home and a short write-up by our daughter Aditi (11) on Shabari 

moksham.  

 

 

Our very special thanks to Patis, Saroj-ji, Ramki-ji, Radhika and Hari for involving us based on our 

comfort, and we pray for more such opportunities and experiences. 

We are sure that words fall short in describing the overall experience, and we seek humble apologies for 

this. 
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Day 1: Bala kandam 

The first day was extra special as it marked Sri Rama jananam and Sita Kalyanam and everybody's 

excitement and eagerness to celebrate the same was quite tangible. The description of Vishwamitra's 

affection was very beautifully explained. The detailed description of Lord Rama's majesty as he walked 

into Mithila and the two neighbors Kamala and Vimala who talked about Rama and Sita's beauty and 

competing to see who was more praise-worthy brought out “hasya (हास्य रस)” amongst us listeners. It 

was interesting to know that Ahalya's shapa vimochanam was like a blessing in disguise to attain 

moksham through lord Rama himself. Rama's gunas (like sousheelya, audharya, gaambirya, soulabhya, 

veerya to name a few) were described in detail on this day (and revisited most of the remaining days as 

well). 

Day 2, Ayodhya kandam began with beautiful descriptions of Chitrakootam and felt like the setting 

came to life in front of us. Meeting Guha (and their alinganam), Bharadwaja ashram, Chitrakoota 

varnanam and Anasuya-Atri's hospitality and the detailing by SitaDevi herself of her wedding to Lord 

Rama was all very well described. The recap of the divine dampati's wedding was likened to Sita devi 

taking a selfie versus Valmiki taking a picture of the wedding in Mithila!  

Day 3 the highlight was clearly Paduka Pattabhisekam. Bharatha's affection for Lord Rama and his 

dedication was just so beautiful and meditative in nature. We wanted to pause here, so that we could 

take in some more of this. Dear Champaka was the one who spoke that evening and enthralled the likes 

of both young and old with her bhava, clear thoughts and sweet words. Another very enjoyable day. This 

was the first time our other daughter Anagha (5) sat through the whole kathai and enjoyed the 

descriptions and laughed loudly at all the jokes, when the river was compared to payasam etc.   

Day 4 marked the beginning of Aranyakandam.  Descriptions of Panchavati, Nose-cut of Shoorpanakha, 

KaraDhooshana vadam, Maricha coming in the form of Maya mriga, Ravana abducting Sita, Jatayu 

fighting Ravana and getting hurt, Rama's sadness on missing Sita and searching for her from tree to tree 

and river to river. And then comes Sabari moksham, for which the kathai was done at the Lemont 

temple by Rangaji. Aditi has attempted to recount the details and this note is attached further below in 

this note. 

Day 5 Kishkinda kandam – The much awaited meeting of Hanuman (Guru tatvam), disguised as a 

mendicant and Rama (Paramatma). How Hanuman introduces Sugriva to Rama, Vali vadam, Sugriva 

Pattabhisekam, strategic thought behind Rama's decision to wait out the 4 month rainy season (in the 

interest of all the vanaras who may find it difficult to move around during that season) was insightful. 

How Lakshmana goes to remind Sugriva after 4 months have passed to fight for Rama and his resolve as 

agreed upon earlier. Here again my mind was stuck upon Lakshmana's bhakti towards Rama and his 

strength in itself which was strong enough to shake up the whole Kishkinda kingdom. This scene was 

worthy of deliberation. 

Day 6 We got to hear Sundarakandam at Hanuman Mandir and Dr Ranganji addressed the crowd in 

Hindi with such ease and proficiency, it was admired and enjoyed by all. Maruti Mahima was the topic 

and Dr Ranganji not only described Sundarakandam but also drew a parallel between Ram Charit Manas 

and Valmiki Ramayana and we weaved in and out of these descriptions without losing sight of 

Hanumanji's bhava and the intent with which Tulasidasji and Valmikiji have given these jewels to us. The 

most exciting moment for us was the Vision of Hanumanji sitting atop the mountain with closed eyes 
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and figuring out how he would get across the ocean. It was vividly described. Of course Lord Rama giving 

His ring with His name on it and Hanuman offering it to Sitadevi when he sees Her. She in turn giving the 

Chudamani along with narrating the crow story and Manas-shila....How Hanuman offers ashwasanam 

and returns to Lord Rama. 

Day 7 Yuddhakandam (until Ravana Prathama yuddham) - Another very special day as we eagerly 

awaited Vibheeshana Sharanagati, and how Hanumanji reflects Rama's thoughts and advises that 

Vibheeshana be included into Rama's inner circle. Sethu bandhanam with fantastic architecture by Nala 

was discussed in lovely detail with stones and rocks that do not sink (even to this day we can test these 

rocks and they will not sink in water!). We also heard the story of the small squirrel who offers devoted 

kainkaryam in helping them build the sethu. We also had the opportunity to hear this upanyasam in 

Tamil, which was a unique experience in itself. 

Day 8 Yuddhakandam (Ravana vadham) - We began by covering Sugriva's fight with Ravana, Nagapasha 

vimochanam where Garuda comes to help Rama and Lakshmana. I liked the way Sri Ranganji said that 

on a lighter note, how Garuda's entry was not expected, but he was so eager to help that he makes his 

entry (and how Rama and others adapt to this surprise inclusion!). The ensuing battle with Indrajith and 

how Lakshmana is down. This time Hanuman brings the Sanjeevani from the Aushadhi parvatam. 

Kumbhkarna's awakeing, his wise counsel to Ravana but continued on his support for Ravana and 

meeting his eventual end; Indrajith vadham after encountering his mayavi prowess. At this point we 

read the Adityahrudayam together and how eventually Ravana is killed and ended with SRI RAMA 

JAYAM!!! 

Day 9, Lord Rama’s Pattabhishekam - Beautiful descriptions of Lord Rama's coronation, how 

Vibheeshana gives his Pushpaka Vimanam, Lord Rama showing Sita devi the various spots of where He 

killed Ravana, the place the Sethu was built, how they stopped and picked up the other vanara women 

on the request of Sita devi, as there was a few more hours left for 14 years to be complete they stayed 

at Bharadwaja's ashram, how Bharath was getting ready to enter the fire when Hanuman announces 

"Rama is here". It was interesting to note at this point when Sri Ranganji said that everybody had some 

difference of opinion from Rama at some time or the other, but the only person who was always in sync 

with Rama was Hanuman. They did not discuss their thoughts, yet they would end up having the same 

opinion (eg) when other vanaras were not sure about Vibheeshana showing up at their end. Hanuman 

and Rama were open to this idea and welcomed him with open arms. Hanuman's humility was also 

another character explained in great detail by Sri Ranganji. How Lord Rama shows Vibheeshana the city 

of Ayodhya, vanaras taking the excuse of meeting the mothers and entering the city along with Lord 

Rama, Shatrughna making arrangements for the Pattabhisekam, collecting water from 500 different 

sources etc.  

We concluded by reading the last pattabhisekam chapter together marking an end to a beautiful 

Navaham! 

 

जानकी कान्त स्मरणं जय जय राम राम 
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Prasad family home visit: 03 May 2017:  This was the first time our home was graced by such a 

Bhagavatottama, and we learnt the appropriate procedures from Sunitha-Bala. We drove Sri Ranganji 

and family soon after lunch around 1pm, and offered purna-kumbham upon entry and did a small arati 

(while singing Svaagatam vrajeshakumara). We then performed paada-poojai, after which Sri-Ranganji 

saw our pooja room in detail, and remarked upon Sri Ramanujacharya's archavataram (also 

commemorating the sahasrabdi). In fact Sri Ranganji also spoke a few words on Sri Ramanuja's gunas (in 

Tamil) of soulabhyam, humility and generosity through small anecdotes, as below: 

* Soulabhyam: In divya kshetrams, people’s lives are closely linked to the temple activities. On an 

occasion, Parashara Bhattar (as a child) was playing with his friends, and their play was an utsavam of Sri 

Ranganatha, and the children had stones for archavatarams and mud-cakes for pradsadam...finally in 

the play, the children announced people's names to collect prasadam, and called out for Sri Ramanuja. 

Incidentally, he was walking nearby and upon hearing his name, he comes respectfully to the children 

and accepts their prasadam. Despite being a yatindra, he was available even for children-play, and this 

describes his soulabhyam! 

* Humility: Though Sri Ramanuja was a yatindra and a revered preceptor, he travelled to Tirumala to 

learn about Ramayana from Sri Nambi. The conversation with Sri Nambi and how he prostrated to Sri 

Nambi demonstrates his humility in volumes. 

* Generosity: The way in which Sri Ramanuja learns the secrets from his gurus, and still reveals it all to 

everybody for their benefits (though potentially harmful to himself) shows his generosity. 

Sri Ranganji also asked us to do Parayanam of Chapter 36 from Sundarakandam).   

We were blessed to have heard all these and more gems during the Navaham. 

 

राधे कृष्ण सीता राम 

 

Navaham experience from Sri A Venugopal 

 

 

 काकपक्षधरः श्रीमान ्काकुस्थ: दशरथात्मजः कामुकुपाणे, जनकात्मजा, समुमत्रानन्दवधनुः are some of the 

words ringing in the ears! Impact of Navaham, Sri Rangaji and satsangam of Brahmasabha devotees. 

Navaham has given new blissful experiences for all of us. It was an amazing opportunity to understand a 

drop of the unfathomable knowledge mine of Sri Rangaji. पणूमुदः पणूमुमदं a part of infinity is also 

infinity. Similarly Sri Premi Anna's sons Sri Hariji and Sri Rangaji are also infinity in experiential 

knowledge and prema bhakti. 
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Sri Rama Jayam by Sunitha Bala Kalyan family Brahma Sabha Chicago 

 

Memories!  

Enjoyed the glorious introduction to Ramayanam and Sri Rangaji's detaled exposition on the relevance 

of Ramayanam; of how Ramayanam stands for Humanity and Human Values and hence has its place 

even to this day, in every nook and corner of earth. Description of Dasharatha's character and his love 

for Rama was very touching. Sri Rangaji eloquently captured Sage Vishwamitra's role in the divine 

wedding of Sri Rama and Sita Devi. Rendition of the story of Sri Rama's exile, leading up to Paaduka 

Paatabhishekam, by Sow Champaka was enthralling, heart-warming and filled with a lot of humor!  

Sri Rangaji delivered a beautiful song in Hindi (Chandan...Sita..) that expalins how Sita-Mata and 

Bharata-Mata are one and the same.  In Sabari Charitam Sri Rangaji conveyed the ever significant 

message: Sathsangam, Sathguru and Rama Nama can uplift even an ordinary soul. Arrival of Sri 

Hanuman in Kishkinda kandam brought forth a lot of gems of messages by Sri Rangaji! How Rama 

namam has the same power of omkara shabdam, etc. Upon conclusion of Kishkinda kandam, Sri Rangaji 

ushered us into Sundarakandam with a very energizing Marathi namavali "Utala jala Lanka, ala Baba 

Maruti". Rama-Ravana Yuddham was described in great detail.  

The grand Navaham Utsavam concluded with Sri Rangaji describing Bharata's submission of Ayodhya 

kingdom back to Sri Rama and the beautiful coronation of Sri Rama. 
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Enjoyed! 

First-of-all, felt very blessed to participate in a Ramayana Navaham, in spite of being 1000s of miles 

away from India - made possible only due to Sathgurunatha's krupai. Enjoyed just being in the presence 

of Sri Rangaji. Listening to daily upanyasams in a divine ambience (Lake Barrington home), along with 

Brahmasabha rasikas, was a huge treat to the soul. Brahmasabha children talking on Vaishnava Samhita 

stories was a testimony to the immense blessings of our Gurunatha. 

Impacted!  

At Rajesh-Gayathri's residence, Sri Rangaji gave a short synopsis about Sundarakandam and explained 

the role of Hanuman as Guru. He said, a Guru has two-fold responsibility - bringing a bhakta to 

Bhagawan; and appealing to Bhagawan to accept the bhakta! Also Sri Rangaji mentioned how it is 

important that slokas in Ramayana be read with bhavam, rather than just memorizing. Every Parayanam 

should be done, as though doing it for the first time, immersed in Ramanubhavam. 

By Sathgunatha's grace, hope to have more such divine experiences in the coming years. 
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Thoughts on “Srimad Ramayana Navaham Chicago 2017” 

Dr. Bangalore Sureshwara 

 

We were privileged to attend some sessions of “Srimad Ramayana Navaham”, a nine day celebration of 

Parayanam (reading) and Katha Sravanam (listening to historical stories) of Sri Valmiki Ramayana. The 

spiritually-grand celebration was conducted by Brahma Sabha, an organization located in the greater 

Chicago area that is devoted to the promotion of Vedas, Sanskrit and spiritualism. It is an extraordinary 

organization that is also focused on teaching Sanskrit to young children and adults. 

Brahma Sabha invited Dr. Sri Ranganji, the well-known and well-versed scholar in Vedas, Sanatana 

Dharma and Puranas (theological historical stories). He delivered complete Sri Valmiki Ramayana. It was 

spread over nine days to a very attentive and spell-bound audience. The near pin-drop silence enabled 

everyone to follow the immortal story with interest, rapt attention and devotion. Dr. Ranganji’s 

narrations were embedded with suitable explanations and were laced with sufficient and dignified 

humor that made for fuller understanding of the story.   Ramayana is indeed a divine story that one 

wants to listen again and again. 

Many participants felt that they actually were witnessing the continuous unfolding of the life story of 

their eternal hero and heroine, Lord Sri Rama and Goddess Sita Devi, in front of their eyes. What is an 

unbelievable are Dr. Ranganji’s abilities in making fluent presentations in English, Sanskrit, Hindi, Tamil 

and other languages. It was so refreshing to hear him talk on Sri Hanumanji in chaste and proper Hindi, 

especially after one has listened to every day conversations in “day to day” Hindi. After listening to his 

talk in Hindi, there is no doubt that Sanskrit is the “mother” of significant number of Indian and possibly 

other languages. 

Many times we find that participants in spiritual functions are often limited to elder people with a 

sprinkling of young adults. It was pleasant to see that the participating audience included elders, middle-

agers and youth.  This can be attributed to the “magic” that is generated during Dr. Ranganji’s 

presentations and to the people’s confidence and comfort that Brahma Sabha brings outstanding 

spiritual speakers to Chicagoland.  Both deserve kudos and congratulations for being a successful-team 

that satisfies the ever increasing spiritual appetite of the people. 

Mrs. Ranganji’s melodious rendering of classical music was a delight to listen. Many wished to hear 

more of her voice during their just completed visit to Chicago. Hopefully, the spiritual couple and their 

sweet-smiling daughter will visit Chicago, sooner than later. 

Lord Sri Rama and Goddess Sita Devi Bless the family. 
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